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To: Governing Board, Advisory Committee, and all Stakeholders  
From: Matt Kasik, Chief Executive Officer 
Date: November 7, 2022 
Subject: Director’s Report – November 2022 
 
New Job Title:  Direct Support Professional 
Beginning this month, Region V Services is officially changing the job title of “Community Support Professional” 
to “Direct Support Professional”.  This change has been under consideration for several months, however at 
the most recent ARVAD meeting, directors decided unanimously to make this change.  “Direct Support 
Professional” is the nationally recognized title for the work we do.   
 
Direct Support Professionals (DSPs) are the backbone of our organization.  Each and every one of the 650 
DSPs at Region V Services make our company successful and strong.  DSPs play a critical role in the success 
stories, celebrations, and the milestones that those that we support achieve.  Even on the difficult days, most 
DSPs will tell you that they absolutely love the work they do.  This is because a ‘good day of work’ means that 
you positively impacted someone’s life for the better, helping them ascend to achieve more than ever thought 
possible.   
 
While the role of the DSP is transcendent, the common definition has been inconsistent at best.  Within Region 
V Services, we have had several different titles for this role throughout the years.  During the 1970’s and 
1980’s several titles existed including “Vocational Aides”, “In-Home Aides”, “Human Services Instructors”, and 
“Life Skills Instructors”.  “Life Skills Trainers” was the longest running title within the organization, lasting almost 
25-years.  “Life Skills Trainer” changed to “Community Services Associates” in the year 2000 and then in 2010 
was changed to “Community Support Professional”.  Today, within the I/DD community there are still several 
titles for DSP’s that include Residence Counselor, Program Instructor, Community Bridge Builder, Disability 
Aide, Community Connector, and Individual Support Specialist.  As you can see, inconsistency is the only 
constant when it comes to these titles.   
  
State and National advocacy groups are working to change this and bring consistency to our field.  As it is now, 
there is no stand-alone classification for DSPs that used by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS).  Rate models 
rely heavily on BLS data and since there is no singular classification, they tend to use a weighted average of 
several different job types to establish wage assumptions.  To put this in simpler terms, rates (the money we 
receive) are currently based on several different jobs like Recreation Worker, Psychiatric Aide, Home Health 
Care and Personal Aides.  Creating a uniform title and job definition will help to ensure accuracy in rate setting 
and will have a positive effect on the quality of services we provide. 
 
The National Alliance for Direct Support Professionals has developed this common definition:  DSPs assist 
people with intellectual and/or developmental disabilities in realizing their full potential and becoming valued 
and participating members of their communities. Their work is complex and goes well beyond caregiving, 
requiring skills including independent problem solving, decision making, behavioral assessment and 
prevention, medication administration, health, and allied health treatment, teaching new skills, crisis prevention 
and intervention and more. Their work requires strong communication skills and the ability to build relationships 
with the people they support and their families. DSPs may work in family or individual homes, intermediate 
care facilities, residential group homes, community job sites, vocational and day programs, and other locations. 
Their work is determined by the unique needs and preferences of the individuals they support, and they are 
held to high ethical and professional standards.  I believe this definition hits all the notes and properly defines 
the description of a DSP.  
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In addition to adopting to the national standard, there is one more very important reason for this change:  
recruiting new staff.  As many of you know, recruiting has been challenging over the past few years.  The 
challenges we experience come despite offering better-than-average pay and benefits for our employees, as 
compared to what our competitors offer.  I believe our previous job title was confusing to potentially new staff.  
Think of this: you are a DSP and work for one of the many providers in the state of Nebraska.  You see Region 
V Services is hiring for something called a ‘Community Support Professional’.  If you bother to read the job 
description, you will see that it may be similar to your current role as a DSP but still, you would likely think that 
this job is somehow different.  If you were a semi-truck driver, you would have the same apprehension with a 
posting for a ‘driver’ position.  Is it driving cars, pickups, vans, etc?  Using a consistent language will help 
alleviate this confusion. 
 
It is a small sample but so far this theory is proving correct. A week ago, we changed one job posting within 
Lincoln to recruit for DSPs instead of CSPs.  In that time, we have seen an increase in applicants compared to 
the previous months.  Again, a small test sample but early signs show this is the right move to make.   
 
Financial Update as of September 30, 2022: 

 
 
After the first quarter of our fiscal year, our overall results have improved since July.  Revenues have been 
received in a more predictable manner as we are now only 0.74% below what we planned – after July, 
revenues were almost 6% below plan so a nice improvement.  Expenses are essentially flat to plan.  While we 
continue to see higher than planned costs in certain categories (employee health insurance, wages, and 
recruiting), we are seeing a savings in other categories (workers comp insurance and administrative costs).   
Overall, we are $112,600 worse than plan but positioned well to meet our goals for the year.   
   
Compared to a year ago, our balance sheet shows improvement as well.  After Q1, we have $13.5 million in 
cash on-hand, which is $1.5 million more than last year.  This equates to 94-days cash-on-hand, which 
exceeds benchmarks for this metric.   
 
Region V Services Events 
First the first time in 3 years, we hosted our Symposium on September 22nd and Dinner Dance on October 29th.  
Both events were amazing – almost 600 people attended each event.   For the Symposium, we had 11 
presenters/groups that shared their life experiences and stories of overcoming adversity.  We were entertained 
by singing, dancing, and jokes, and had a chair yoga session.  Lon Molacek, the event’s emcee, entertained us 
while keeping the event running smoothly.    
 
The Dinner Dance, a formal event that included both dinner and dance, was held at the Lancaster Event 
Center.  Attendees entered on the red carpet and then had their pictures taken by local photographer, Chad 
Madsen.  My favorite part of the night was seeing so many individuals and staff from different locations 
throughout the region; These events were the first time in 3-years that some were able to see each other and 
catch up.  I’m already looking forward to next year.   
 

Actual Prior Year
FY2223 FY2122 Amount Percent Amount Percent

TOTAL REVENUE: 14,326,526 14,433,500 12,271,273 (106,974) -0.74% 2,055,253 16.75%
TOTAL EXPENSES: 13,207,615 13,201,989 12,383,754 5,626 0.04% 823,861 6.65%

PROFIT/LOSS: 1,118,911 1,231,511 (112,481) (112,600) 1,231,392
Operating Margin 7.81% 8.53% -0.92%

Budget Variance to Budget Variance to Prior Year
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Thank you to everyone who participated and attended each event.  A special thank you to those who planned 
and volunteered at each event.  They would not have been the success they were without all your hard work.   
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